People's Countries
Pattern/Padrão: Something which repeats consistently. Example: there is a pattern in his everyday
behaviour. Someone brushing their teeth everyday is a pattern.
The English phrase Golden Rule means a very useful pattern of behaviour/action.
Example: The golden rule is to brush your teeth twice a day for healthy gums and good breath.
Patterns in English can help you learn the language fast. Learn things in patterns as this is how
native speakers do it.
Italy: I'm Italian, Brasil: I'm Brasilian
England: English, Scotland: Scottish, Ireland: Irish, Finland: Finnish
Germany: German, Hungary: Hugarian
●

Jobs/Work

A person that makes others beautiful: Beautician
A food expert: Dietician
A job involving heavy lifting: Labourer
Supermarket job: Shelf Stacker
Someone that makes people feel good: Teacher
Takes boxes/things to people's houses: Delivery Man
Puts letters through your letterbox: Postman
●

Story Time

Some English friends of mine, were learning Portuguese very quickly and easily. They were
learning from a Portuguese woman and really enjoyed their lessons. However, these 2 English
people spoke to their family in Portuguese because they were excited about their new language.
Surprisingly, their family wasn't happy about how intelligent they had become with their lessons.
This was because in the past people learned slowly with traditional methods. Things had changed a
lot since that person had learned one language, very s-l-o-w-l-y. It used to take 10 years to learn a
language, now, I can learn a language in 1 week or 7 days, whichever comes first.
Now, the 2 English people stopped, and decided that they had just listened to their family for the
last time. They realise that the sooner they focus on learning from native speakers the sooner they
will speak, like a native speaker. Suddenly, they asked themselves “what would it feel like if I
speak the language fluently and perfectly”.
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